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%hide
import numpy,scipy,scipy.ndimage,zlib,pylab
from pylab import imread,imshow,savefig
from pylab import *
from numpy import *
from scipy import linalg,ndimage
from scipy.ndimage import 
interpolation,filters,morphology,measurements,fourier
from scipy.linalg import norm
from scipy.fftpack import fft,ifft,fft2,ifft2

def show(image,*args,**keys): 
    subplot(111)
    pylab.gray()
    imshow(real(image),*args,**keys)
    savefig("temp.png")
def showrow(images,*args,**keys):
    pylab.gray()
    cla()
    n = len(images)
    for i in range(n):
        subplot(1,n,i+1)
        imshow(images[i],*args,**keys)
    savefig("temp.png")
def channels(l1,l2,l3=None):
    result = zeros(list(l1.shape)+[3])
    result[:,:,0] = l1[:,:]
    result[:,:,1] = l2[:,:]
    if l3 is not None: result[:,:,2] = l3[:,:]
    return result 

       

image = imread(DATA+"morphtest.png")[:,:,0] 

       

Let's start by defining two basic patterns.  In this pattern, 0 indicates "don't care", 1 indicates "must be present",

and 2 indicates "must be absent".

These are patterns for which it is safe to remove the central pixel without altering the connectivity of the overall
binary image.



b1 = array([[2,2,2],[0,1,0],[1,1,1]])
b2 = array([[0,2,2],[1,1,2],[1,1,0]])
showrow([b1,b2],interpolation="nearest") 

       

We need to consider these patterns at all four rotations.  For example, the second pattern removes pixels at

corners, and we need to do that for all four corners.

masks = [interpolation.rotate(b1,n*90) for n in range(4)] + \
        [interpolation.rotate(b2,n*90) for n in range(4)] 

       

Let's now apply the pattern once.  As you can see, this basically removes one "layer" from the outside of all the

binary blobs.



thinning = image
for mask in masks:
    thinning = thinning-
morphology.binary_hit_or_miss(thinning,mask==1,mask==2)
show(channels(image,thinning)) 

       

If we iterate a bit more, more is happening.

thinning = image
for i in range(10):
    for mask in masks:
        thinning = thinning-
morphology.binary_hit_or_miss(thinning,mask==1,mask==2)
show(channels(image,thinning)) 



       

Actually, we should continue iterating until the image doesn't change anymore.

thinning = image
changed = 1
while changed:
    changed = 0
    for mask in masks:
        delta = 
morphology.binary_hit_or_miss(thinning,mask==1,mask==2)
        if delta.any():
            changed = 1
            thinning = thinning-delta
show(channels(image,thinning)) 



       

The way we implemented thinning above is not all that efficient, since it repeatedly scans the image even though

most pixels don't change.  We can make this more efficient by maintaining a work queue of pixels on the
boundary; as we erase pixels as part of the thinning operation, its neigbhors get put into the work queue.  That

way, only pixels on the boundary are ever considered.  This changes the algorithm from an O(N ) algorithm into

an O(N ) algorithm (where N  is the number of pixels in the image).
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